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An Evening with Friends and Music
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Local blog, LIVE LETTERS, experiments with intimate concert experiences.
By: Stephanie Lohr
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What: AN EVENING WITH FRIENDS hosted by Chris Koza
Where: Loft address sent upon ticket purchase
When: Thursday, July 12 7:00 p.m.
Cost: $10
*Caps lock keys were injured in the writing of this story.

What happens when two friends and a local photographer join to create an awesome blog that
archives all of their concert experiences? You get LIVE LETTERS. What happens when this
group decides to bring local musicians together to create a small intimate environment for
shows? You get AN EVENING WITH FRIENDS.
AN EVENING WITH FRIENDS is a concert series that focuses on providing unique and
unforgettable music experiences for the Twin Cities. Each concert is held by a musician or a
band that then selects their friends and other songwriters to join them for the night. All
musicians start the show together and take turns collaborating and playing songs. At the very
end of the night, the evening finishes with a set from the hosting musicians.
With much success, AN EVENING WITH FRIENDS’ first concert featured artists Gabriel
Douglas, Caroline Smith, James Diers and Savannah Smith. On Thursday, July 12th the group
is presenting the second session with host Chris Koza of Rogue Valley.
What makes these sessions so unique from your average crowded and personal space violated
venue is the interaction between audience and musician, in combination with the limited
number of tickets sold. Each show is held in a private loft, which is only revealed to concert
goers after their ticket has been purchased.
Founder of LIVE LETTERS, photographer and music lover Sara Montour explains the
inspiration and motivation behind the creation of AN EVENING WITH FRIENDS:
“I was thinking of my favorite music moments and what made them so memorable for me. The
ones that kept coming up in my mind were the intimate ones, where you show up at a venue
and for whatever reason there are only 5 other people in the crowd. On those nights the show
can either be disappointing, or everyone can take advantage of it and it can turn into this
magical little night that you'll never forget. The other shows that kept coming to mind were the
ones where everyone was doing their part and there was collaboration between everyone
there. The band, other musicians, the audience, the venue; everyone was in it and walked away
feeling like they were a part of something incredible…With EVENING WITH FRIENDS I
wanted to take all of those components, throw them together, and see if we could create
amazing nights for people that are looking for something a little bit different than your
average concert.”
For Montour it’s all about that one of a kind experience that breaks away from the average
show. With such a strong music scene in the Twin Cities, there are always great shows at local
venues. Being able to focus in on the friend and community experience produces an entirely
new feeling for concert goers.
“It’s just so fun to sit in a loft with a bunch of friends, listening to more friends that happen to
be musicians, play songs and do what they absolutely love to do.”, Montour elaborates.
Montour assures that LIVE LETTERS will continue to bring the Twin Cities this series for as
long as people are willing to partake and listen. When trying to sneak out of her what artists
we can expect in the upcoming shows she replies, “It’s a secret!”
One thing's for sure, AN EVENING WITH FRIENDS is a series that you must experience for
yourself. Get in the concert mood and grab a ticket for a closer, down-to-earth, experience
with your local music.
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